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We are committed to

Transforming to a more scalable private bank
 Continue to focus on North West Europe, pursuing organic and inorganic growth
 Further harmonise and digitise, achieving a C/I ratio <70% by 2021
 Offer our clients sustainable investments as a standard
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A leading cross-border private bank in NW Europe

Market leader in the Netherlands with strong positions abroad
Netherlands #1 Germany #3 France #5 Belgium #8 Guernsey

Servicing
EUR 195bn
client assets
(Q3 2018)

Focus on onshore NW Europe
 Acquisitions in Belgium (2018) and Germany (2011 & 2014)
 Market consolidation offers additional growth opportunities

Unique combination of competitive advantages
 Sustainability as a standard
 Personal and digital service delivery
 Open architecture product offering

Resilient income, low capital consumption
 Strong contributor to group: 23% ROE (YTD)
 Source of funding: EUR 66.7bn client deposits (YTD)
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Transforming to become a more scalable Private Bank

Market profitability under pressure

Scale to remain competitive

Focus on onshore NW Europe

 Regulatory pressure persists, including
MiFID II, KYC

 Dutch activities (EUR 114bn client
assets) highly efficient, due to scale

 Building on our focused footprint,
creating significant cross-border scale

 Resulting processes and transparency
requirements put pressure on margins

 Other locations working on reducing
C/I ratio, by harmonising and digitising

 Divested non-core units, latest Asia &
Dubai (2017) and Luxembourg (2018)

 Changing client expectations of digital
requires significant investments

 Well on track to reach a sustainable
C/I ratio <70% by 2021

 Acquisitions in Belgium (2018) and
Germany (2011 & 2014)

 Leverage on cross-border scale a
necessity

The Netherlands − EUR 114bn

1)

Germany − EUR 38bn

France − EUR 30bn

Belgium − EUR 12bn

2)

Channel Islands − EUR 8bn

1) Client assets, YTD 2018
2) Including announced acquisition in Belgium (2018)
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Announced acquisition Société Générale PB in Belgium

Good add-on to existing portfolio

In line with a clear PB M&A strategy

 Further build on strong proposition in Belgium

 Selective bolt-on acquisitions in NW Europe, aiming to
leverage our proposition

 Belgium market highly attractive (est. 4% client assets growth),
with highest share of millionaires in EU

 Opportunity to increase scale, doubling client assets to EUR 12bn
 Complementary footprint, similar products and segments,
resulting in considerable synergy potential

 Focus on onshore clients
 Harmonised service propositions and platforms and
standardised processes to drive cross-country scale

 Closing expected in Q1 2019

Millionaires as percentage of population (2017)
3.0%

1)

2.9%
2.4%
2.1%

2.0%

6bn  12bn
Announced acquisition will double
client assets in Belgium

BE

NL

DE

FR

EU

1) Source: Worldbank
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Sustainable investments is the new standard

More demand for sustainable

Clear investment strategy

Expertise to support clients

 Increasing demand from next
generation

 Up to 50% less CO2 emission vs
benchmark 1)

 Partnership with University of Oxford

 >30% of existing clients already own
sustainable investments (2017)

 Strict exclusions and positive
selections based on ESG criteria

 In NL 80% of new clients opt for
sustainable, other countries to follow

 Engagement with companies to
discuss UN Global Compact breaches

 Shift also offered to existing clients

 Leveraging open architecture model to
provide the best sustainable products

8bn  16bn
Doubling sustainable client assets
(start 2017-2020)

 Funding chairs at Dutch universities
 650 staff (23%) certified in the UN’s
PRI (Principles for Responsible
Investment)

Currently at EUR 13bn

1) On sustainable discretionary model portfolios
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Reinventing the customer experience

Segment propositions to optimise added value

Taking customer experience into the digital age

 Segments redefined based on client’s wealth, source of wealth
and stage of life - implemented in NL, to be rolled out in other
locations

 Client expectations of digital are changing, with remote
banking as a key factor to serve the next generation

 Development of dedicated value propositions per segment:
offering matches client needs
 Cross-border focus segments first in line for investments

81% NL

 Combine offline and online and realise seamless client
interaction at every touchpoint
 Ambition to have almost 100% of our clients using our online
solutions

56% DE

42% FR

Clients using online solutions
(August 2018)
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Building a future-proof private bank

Harmonise IT infrastructure

Speed up digitisation

One rationalised product offering

 From different systems in each
location to a shared platform of
systems: core banking, CRM, portfolio
management

 From inefficient and manual processes
to automated and simplified processes

 From very large product ranges in each
country to one product menu card

 All eligible processes digitised by 2020

 Each location with the same products,
based on cross-country client needs

 Belgium first-mover to new core
banking platform in Q1 2019

 One of the drivers for reduction in
FTEs

 Investments menu card defined, other
product groups to follow

52

22%

1

One platform in NL together with Retail
Banking, one shared platform in all other
locations (2017-2021)

Expected total FTE reduction
2016-20211)

One cross-border
product menu card by 2020

1) Achieved a reduction from 3,122 to 2,828 FTEs from 2016 to 2018 YTD (excl. PB Asia and Luxembourg)
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Further improve costs and efficiency with the transformation

Transformation resulting in lower costs

Well on track to reach a sustainable C/I ratio

 Well on track with the transformation

 On the back of the transformation, we expect to reach a
sustainable C/I ratio <70% by 2021

 Transformation investments total c. EUR 130m 2017–2021,
funded by realised savings

 Large part investments used for harmonised IT platform

 Taking into account continued investments in digital,
innovation and growth

 Cumulative cost savings to increase to c. EUR 100m as of
2021 1), mainly reflecting lower staff and IT costs

Cumulative cost savings EUR m 1)

Operating expenses EUR m 2)
Transformation investments

Cost/ income ratio 2)

BAU cost base

c.100
80.2%

1,050

2017

2018E

2019E

2020E

2021E

2015

950

2016

2017

Last 4Q

73.4%

2015

2016

2017

Last 4Q

1) Savings compared to the cost basis in 2016
2) Excluding publically disclosed incidentals
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And focus on future profitable growth

Moderate historic revenue performance

Focus on growth going forward

 Up to 2019 a moderate performance, mainly reflecting the
focus on transformation, MiFID II and KYC

 More commercial time for clients/prospects to increase NNA

 Revenues influenced by large cash component in client assets,
more self directed and new regulations (margin pressure)

 Increase volume in discretionary and advisory mandates to
improve fee income

 Increase of lending penetration
 Continue to explore bolt-on acquisition opportunities

Fees and net interest income development EUR m
Fees

Net interest income

1,209

1,242

49%

57%

51%

43%

2015

2016

2017

Client assets per product group
Custody
18%

DPM
18%

YE2017

Self
directed
48%

Advisory
16%

34%
Share of cash in
client assets

Last 4Q
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We are committed to

Transforming to a more scalable private bank
 Continue to focus on North West Europe, pursuing organic and inorganic growth

 Further harmonise and digitise, achieving a C/I ratio <70% by 2021
 Offer our clients sustainable investments as a standard
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Disclaimer
For the purposes of this disclaimer ABN AMRO
Group N.V. and its consolidated subsidiaries are
referred to as "ABN AMRO“. This document (the
“Presentation”) has been prepared by ABN
AMRO. For purposes of this notice, the
Presentation shall include any document that
follows and relates to any oral briefings by ABN
AMRO and any question-and-answer session
that follows such briefings. The Presentation is
informative in nature and is solely intended to
provide financial and general information about
ABN AMRO following the publication of its most
recent financial figures. This Presentation has
been prepared with care and must be read in
connection with the relevant Financial
Documents (latest Quarterly Report and Annual
Financial Statements, "Financial Documents").
In case of any difference between the Financial
Documents and this Presentation the Financial
Documents are leading. The Presentation does
not constitute an offer of securities or a
solicitation to make such an offer, and may not
be used for such purposes, in any jurisdiction
(including the member states of the European
Union and the United States) nor does it
constitute investment advice or an investment
recommendation in respect of any financial
instrument. Any securities referred to in the
Presentation have not been and will not be
registered under the US Securities Act of 1933.

The information in the Presentation is, unless
expressly stated otherwise, not intended for
residents of the United States or any "U.S.
person" (as defined in Regulation S of the US
Securities Act 1933). No reliance may be placed
on the information contained in the Presentation.
No representation or warranty, express or
implied, is given by or on behalf of ABN AMRO,
or any of its directors or employees as to the
accuracy or completeness of the information
contained in the Presentation. ABN AMRO
accepts no liability for any loss arising, directly
or indirectly, from the use of such information.
Nothing contained herein shall form the basis of
any commitment whatsoever. ABN AMRO has
included in this Presentation, and from time to
time may make certain statements in its public
statements that may constitute “forward-looking
statements”. This includes, without limitation,
such statements that include the words ‘expect’,
‘estimate’, ‘project’, ‘anticipate’, ‘should’, ‘intend’,
‘plan’, ‘probability’, ‘risk’, ‘Value-at-Risk (“VaR”)’,
‘target’, ‘goal’, ‘objective’, ‘will’, ‘endeavour’,
‘outlook’, 'optimistic', 'prospects' and similar
expressions or variations on such expressions.
In particular, the Presentation may include
forward-looking statements relating but not
limited to ABN AMRO’s potential exposures to
various types of operational, credit and market
risk. Such statements are subject to

uncertainties. Forward-looking statements are
not historical facts and represent only ABN
AMRO's current views and assumptions on
future events, many of which, by their nature,
are inherently uncertain and beyond our control.
Factors that could cause actual results to differ
materially from those anticipated by forwardlooking statements include, but are not limited
to, (macro)-economic, demographic and political
conditions and risks, actions taken and policies
applied by governments and their agencies,
financial regulators and private organisations
(including credit rating agencies), market
conditions and turbulence in financial and other
markets, and the success of ABN AMRO in
managing the risks involved in the foregoing.
Any forward-looking statements made by ABN
AMRO are current views as at the date they are
made. Subject to statutory obligations, ABN
AMRO does not intend to publicly update or
revise forward-looking statements to reflect
events or circumstances after the date the
statements were made, and ABN AMRO
assumes no obligation to do so.
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Address
Gustav Mahlerlaan 10
1082 PP Amsterdam
The Netherlands
Website
ABN AMRO Group: www.abnamro.com/ir

Questions
investorrelations@nl.abnamro.com

